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Introduction
The WISE SOE Waterbase data has been traditionally disseminated through the EEA Data and Maps portal as a series of
downloadable files in various formats. The increase in the number of data, and the respective increase in the size of the
files, however, makes this option less viable for some users.
For example, at the time of writing this guide, the latest WISE SOE Water Quality ICM (WISE6) dataset contains more
than 51 millions of Disaggregated Data records. The users can download a .csv file containing all the data which is almost
13 GB in size once unzipped.
Consuming such an amount of data in a traditional spreadsheet software, like Microsoft Excel, is very difficult, or even
impossible. It requires a use of a database software, which may not be a solution available to all users.
Some users may also be interested only in a very specific part of the dataset. For example, only records from a particular
country, year, or of a specific substance. Downloading the whole file to use just a small part of it (and possibly struggle
to do so due to its size) may be too inconvenient.
To tackle this issue, the EEA has developed a portal, named Discodata, which provides an endpoint to access and filter
data directly in the database. The main use for the portal is to provide access to datasets for specifically developed
applications. But it also provides a user interface that gives any user an option to access, filter and download the data.
This guide is to help the users with exploration, selection, and extractions of Waterbase data by introducing the layout
and functions of the Discodata portal, with some examples of more advanced techniques.
Note: The Discodata portal is still in active development at the time of writing this guide. Some parts of this guide
may therefore become obsolete, although we will try to update it when that happens. We will also try to extend the
guide with additional examples, and potentially focusing on individual datasets and specific use of the Waterbase
data.
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The Discodata portal can be accessed through this URL:
https://discodata.eea.europa.eu/
When user opens the Discodata portal they will see this homepage:
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Database explorer

Database versioning

On the left side of the page, we see a list of databases
that are currently accessible through the Discodata
portal.
Clicking on the WISE_SOE database expands the list of
the database versions, releases, and views.

•

•

•

•

•

latest – a folder that contains views pointing to
the latest releases of the tables from the latest
version of the database.
v1 – a folder that contains views pointing to the
latest releases of tables from the database
version 1.
v1r1 – a folder with the actual tables from
release 1 in the database version 1.
version – a new version is created when the
structure of the database tables is updated (a
new field is added, an old field is removed,
etc.).
release – a new release is created when the
content of the database tables is updated (e.g.,
with newly reported data).

Because the WISE_SOE database has currently only one
version and release (v1r1), the views in both the latest
and the v1 folder point to the tables in the v1r1 folder.
For the sake of simplicity this guide describes only the
use of v1r1 folder content.
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Hovering over the three vertical dots right of the table
name brings a frame with the table descriptions.

Table list
Clicking on the v1r1 folder will expand the list of tables
in the WISE SOE v1r1 database.

Right clicking on the table name, or clicking on the three
dots, opens an info block between the Database
explorer and the Query window. The info block contains
description of the table and provides a few options:

•
The WISE_SOE database currently contains all dataset
tables which were updated during the WISE SOE 2020
dataflow cycle and are published in the respective
dataset in EEA Data and Maps portal.

•

The table
‘Waterbase_S_WISE_SpatialObject_DerivedData’
contains information on all spatial objects referenced in
the other tables. The information includes coordinates
of the spatial object point or a centroid, if available.
The remaining tables contain timeseries data (indicated
by ‘_T_’ in the name).

•

Hovering over the name of a particular table brings a
frame with the table’s full name, which may be useful if
the name in the list is truncated when it’s too long:
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Select top 100 rows – clears the SQL source
frame and puts in an SQL query statement
which, when manually submitted, will select the
first 100 records of the table, and show them in
the query result frame (see the Query window
for more information).
Download – allows to download the whole
table in zipped csv format. Please be aware,
that downloading tables with large number of
records may take some time and there is a risk
of failure.
Go to table viewer – opens a Table viewer page
with option to explore, filter and download
filtered table records. See Table viewer for
more details on how to use the viewer.
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Right clicking on the field name, or clicking on the three
dots, opens an info block between the Database
explorer and the Query window. The info block contains
description of the field and provides a few options:

Field list
Clicking on a table name will expand a list of fields in the
table. The fields are sorted alphabetically. The field’s
datatype is shown next after its name.
Hovering over the field’s name brings a frame with the
field’s description. Hovering over the three vertical dots
right of the field name brings a frame with the field’s
descriptions.:

•

•

Preview distinct values – opens a window with
alphabetically sorted list of all distinct values in
this field.
Select distinct values – clears the SQL source
frame and puts in an SQL query statement
which, when manually submitted, will select all
distinct values in this field, and show them in
the query result frame (see the Query window
for more information).

Some of the fields contain alphanumeric codes instead
of self-explanatory values. Explanation of these codes,
or link to the respective reference, can be found in the
table and dataset definition files available for download
in the respective Waterbase dataset in the EEA Data
and Maps portal, or in the respective Eionet data
dictionary.

Note: Compared to datasets in EEA Data and Maps
portal, most of the timeseries tables in Discodata
contain additional fields, like country code or year,
that can make filtering of specific data easier.
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Query window
The Query window provides an option to create and execute SELECT type SQL queries over the Discodata databases.
This allows the user to make customized selection of data and even to use more advanced SQL techniques, like table
joins, aggregations, and others.

Type of Request

The drop-dawn menu provides two option – Query and Describe. In this guide we will use only the Query option, as the
Describe option is not sufficiently documented yet.

SQL Source

In this field the user can write, construct, and modify their SQL query, which they can then execute using the Submit
button. See Writing a query for details on how to create a query. Examples of WISE SOE database queries can be found
in the SQL query examples.

SQL query URL
The field under the Submit button, contains an URL version of the SQL query. If the URL is entered into a web browser,
the result of the query is returned in JSON format. See the Discodata JSON for more information.

Result frame

The result of an SQL query is shown in two tabs underneath the URL field. The Table view shows the query result in a
simple tabular structure, split to multiple pages. The Raw response tab contains the result on the current page of the
Table view in JSON format. See Query result for more details.
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Writing a query
The Discodata users can use the SQL source field of the Query window to write a custom SQL query.
The Discodata SQL uses syntax and functions used in Microsoft SQL Server. As it’s said in the green comment text of a
default query, more information, including examples of certain SQL queries, can be found at
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/sql/t-sql/queries/select-examples-transact-sql?view=sql-server-2017
Note: It is not a purpose of this guide to teach the SQL. Inexperienced users can, however, use the examples of
various WISE SOE database queries in the SQL query examples to get an idea on how the SQL works.
A complete query can be written directly, by manually typing all the SQL statements, clauses, names of the tables and
fields. To make it easier, however, it is possible to drag and drop the names of the items from the lists in the Database
explorer into the SQL Source field.
In this example we have grabbed (left click and hold) the name of the Waterbase_T_WISE1_Emissions table and dragged
it to a proper place of the query:

Note: The actual visual representation of the dragged item depends on the web browser you use. All screenshot in
this guide were taken from the Firefox, but you should be able to use any modern web browser.
After releasing the mouse button, the table name, together with the full path, is pasted into the field:
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The same drag and drop technique can be used for fields. Let’s say that we want to select only the countryCode field
values. We drag and drop the field countryCode from the table’s field list into the SQL source field next to the asterisk:

This is what we will see after releasing the mouse button:

We can see that the field notation is unnecessary verbose. In this example we do not need to identify the complete field
path, so we can remove the notation of database, schema, and table.
We remove the ‘*’, as we want to select just values from one field, not from all fields.
Splitting the query into multiple lines is a good practice to make the query even more readable, especially on smaller
screens. We can also remove the initial comment or replace it with our own.

When we are testing a query, and just want to see whether it works, it may be useful to limit the number of records the
query returns. The most basic way is to use the top clause followed by a specific number. It can make the query finish
faster. Once we decide to explore the whole result, we can remove it.

Query timeout limit
In the current Discodata configuration, if a query runs longer than 20 seconds, it ends in a timeout. This is to prevent
overloading the system with many demanding queries running at the same time. The downside is, that it may not be
possible to get a result of more complex queries, or queries accessing data in very large tables.
The responsible Discodata managers try to improve the query running times by adding various indexes into the database
tables, but some advanced queries may still fail due to the timeout. In such case the recommended solution is trying to
simplify the query or splitting the query operation to multiple steps, if possible.
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Query result
A query is executed by pressing the Submit button. When the query finishes a new frame opens underneath the URL
field, which contains the result of the query.

The result frame has two tabs. The Table view shows the query result in a simple tabular structure, split to multiple
pages. The page navigation panel is at the top and the bottom of the tab. One page contains 100 records.
The Raw response tab contains the result in the current page of the Table view in JSON format.
Note: The SQL query URL changes depending on which result page is shown in the table view. See Discodata JSON
for more details.

The option to download the SQL query result is currently not implemented. See Discodata JSON for a workaround
solution, or the Table viewer for alternative way of selecting, filtering, and downloading data from a database table.
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Table viewer
The table info blocked, opened by clicking on the three dots next to table name in the Database explorer, gives an
option to open table in a table viewer. Please note that this option is available only for tables, not the views (see
Database versioning for how to distinguish them).
The Table viewer opens in a new browser window or a tab.

The main part of the window is taken by the data table. The table is split into pages, one page showing 30 records. The
total number of the records can be seen at the bottom left, while page navigation panel is at the bottom right.
The Share button at the top gives user an option to copy URL of the current data view with all the filters applied, either
to share with others, to reference, or to save for future use.
The Download CSV button allows user to download all data in the current view in CSV format. Clicking on the dropdown
arrow opens additional options – download data in TSV (tab separated values) or in JSON format.
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Filters
The right-hand side of the windows provides filters for each column in the table. The form of the filter depends on the
respective column data type and number of distinct values it holds.
Simple text filter. The column contains too many distinct text values to put them
into a dropdown filter. It is used also for date/time values.
• The system returns all records with values that match the filter, whether
fully or partially. The wildcard character ‘%’ can be used for more
advanced filtering, as shown in the example (returns both ‘Nitrate’ and
‘Nitrite’ records).
• The filter is applied after pressing enter key or clicking outside the field.
• Delete the filter text to reset the filter.
Dropdown text filter. The column contains up to 100 distinct values.
• The number of records matching the current filters is shown in
parentheses (disabled for most fields in large tables to improve
performance).
• Only one option can be selected at a time.
The filters is applied after selecting a value from the dropdown menu.
• Select the ‘(all)’ option to reset the filter.
Check box text filter. The column contains up to 10 distinct values.
• The number of records matching the current filters is shown in
parentheses (disabled for most fields in large tables).
• Multiple options can be selected at the same time.
• The filter is applied when a checkbox is checked or unchecked.
• Uncheck all options to reset the filter.
Numeric range filter. The column contains numeric values.
• Filter allows to define both upper and lower value limit, or just one of
them.
• The arrow/spinner buttons inside the fields will increase or decrease the
value by 0.1 for decimals/floats or by 1 for integers.
• The filter is applied after pressing enter key, clicking on a spinner button,
or clicking outside the field.
• Delete both filter values to reset the filter.
Date range filter. The column contains date values.
• Filter allows to define both upper and lower value limit, or just one of
them.
• The date values can be entered either manually or selected using the
calendar widget. It is recommended to use the widget, because manual
entry, especially for year values, is sometimes difficult. Clicking on the
‘month year’ dropdown at the top of the widget switches to selection of
year and month.
• The filter is applied after selecting a day in the widget, changing a year,
either in the widget or manually, after pressing enter key or clicking
outside the field.
• Press the circular reset buttons in both fields to reset the filter.
Application of a filter can take a significant time, depending on the number of records in the table.
The numbers of records in parentheses in the dropdown and check box filters are also recalculated every time a filter is
applied. If no records with a given value match the current filters, the filter option for that value is hidden.
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Discodata JSON
The SQL query result can be retrieved in JSON format. Copy the SQL query URL from the field under the Submit button
and enter it into a web browser. This is the primary option how the Discodata datasets can be accessed by dedicated
data viewer applications. It also can be used by users who are skilled in handling JSON data.

JSON to CSV conversion

One of the reasons for using the JSON data, is to work around the current lack of CSV download option for SQL query
results. The user can create an SQL query, copy the resulting URL, modify it, and use it in a free JSON to CSV online
converter that can be found on the Internet. Not all online converters can handle Discodata JSON though. Most of them
will also have problem to convert large amount of data.
In our testing we have found that the following converter can convert JSON datasets with up to about 20000 records
and provides a free download option.
https://www.convertcsv.com/json-to-csv.htm

Modifying URL

By default, the SQL result URL returns first 100 records from the query. This number can be modified.
This is an example of URL from the following SQL query:
-- all German and French WISE6 Aggregated data
Select *
from [WISE_SOE].[v1r1].[Waterbase_T_WISE6_AggregatedData]
where countryCode = 'DE' or countryCode = 'FR'

https://discodata.eea.europa.eu/sql?query=--%20Write%20your%20SQL-query%20here%0A-%20For%20more%20information%20in%20SQL%20go%20here%20https%3A%2F%2Fdocs.microsoft.com%2Fe
n-us%2Fsql%2Ft-sql%2Fqueries%2Fselect-examples-transact-sql%3Fview%3Dsql-server2017%0ASelect%20*%0AFROM%20%5BWISE_SOE%5D.%5Bv1r1%5D.%5BWaterbase_T_WISE6_AggregatedData%
5D%0Awhere%20countryCode%20%3D%20'DE'%0A%20%20%20%20or%20countryCode%20%3D%20'FR'%0A&p=1&
nrOfHits=100
Please note the highlighted parameters at the end of the URL. The p parameter represents the page of the SQL query
result, and the nrOfHits parameter defines number of records per page. By modifying the number after nrOfHits we
can change the number of returned records. For example, like this:
…&p=1&nrOfHits=20000
Now the URL returns 20 000 records in JSON format.
If the query returns more records than we can safely convert using an online converter, we must split it in multiple parts
by using the p parameter. So, to retrieve another set of 20 000 records, we modify the URL as follows:
…&p=2&nrOfHits=20000
It can certainly be a time-consuming exercise, but this way we can eventually get all required records to CSV.
As was said previously, this is a workaround solution. It is expected that CSV download of SQL query results will be
eventually implemented inside the Discodata portal. In addition, EEA plans to develop a dedicated application for
filtering and downloading the WISE SOE data, which will most likely include more advanced querying options.
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SQL query examples
The following examples are there to give users, with no prior SQL experience, ideas on how to create Waterbase specific
SQL queries. They are sorted by the level of complexity from simple to advanced. We tried to cover applications that the
Waterbase users may find the most useful, but they do not focus on one particular Waterbase dataset.
Each example shows the text of the SQL query, which the users can copy and paste into the SQL source field on the
Discodata portal, and the depiction of the query result they will see after pressing Submit button. Some examples may
provide a short explanation or remark.
Note: Discodata SQL is not case sensitive. The brackets around the object names are necessary only if the name
contains a space, hyphen, or other special character (which is not the case in WISE SOE).

1. Basic selection
1.a Selection with result limit
SQL source
-- First 1000 WISE1 Emissions records
Select top 1000 * from [WISE_SOE].[v1r1].[Waterbase_T_WISE1_Emissions]

SQL result

1.b Selection with specified result fields and field label aliases
Specifying, which fields we want in the result, and giving them an alias, will make the result more readable.
SQL source
-- Select all WISE1 Emissions records, specify fields and shorten their labels in the result
Select [countryCode] as country
,[spatialUnitIdentifier] as SUI
,[spatialUnitIdentifierScheme] as SUIS
,[phenomenonTimeReferencePeriod] as timePeriod
,[observedPropertyDeterminandLabel] as determinand
,[resultEmissionsValue] as resultValue
,[resultEmissionsUom] as UoM
from [WISE_SOE].[v1r1].[Waterbase_T_WISE1_Emissions]

SQL result
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1.c Selection of unique values
SQL source
-- List of unique observed property values from WISE3 Reservoir data
Select Distinct [observedProperty]
from [WISE_SOE].[v1r1].[Waterbase_T_WISE3_ReservoirData]

SQL result

1.d Selection of unique value combinations
SQL source
-- WISE1 Emissions - list of unique combinations of country and time period
Select Distinct [countryCode], [phenomenonTimeReferencePeriod] as timePeriod
from [WISE_SOE].[v1r1].[Waterbase_T_WISE1_Emissions]

SQL result

1.e Order by clause

Order by clause sorts the result by specified fields, making it more readable. The downside is, that the query will usually
take longer to finish. Also, be aware that in Discodata, if you want to sort the result by a field with an alias, instead of the
field name you must use the alias in the Order by clause. Let’s order the result of 1.d.
SQL source
-- WISE1 Emissions – sorted list of unique combinations of country and time period
Select Distinct [countryCode], [phenomenonTimeReferencePeriod] as timePeriod
from [WISE_SOE].[v1r1].[Waterbase_T_WISE1_Emissions]
Order by [countryCode], timePeriod

SQL result
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2. Filtered selection
Selection of specific records is the main reason to use the SQL query.

2.a Selection with one filter
SQL source
-- All Belgian WISE1 Emissions records
Select *
from [WISE_SOE].[v1r1].[Waterbase_T_WISE1_Emissions]
where countryCode = 'BE'

SQL result

2.b Selection with multiple filters
SQL source
-- All Spanish and Portuguese WISE6 Aggregated Data records from between 2010 and 20015
Select *
from [WISE_SOE].[v1r1].[Waterbase_T_WISE6_AggregatedData]
where (countryCode = 'ES' or countryCode = 'PT')
and [phenomenonTimeReferenceYear] >= 2010
and [phenomenonTimeReferenceYear] <= 2015

SQL result
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2.c Selection with Between operator filter
The previous query can be simplified using this operator, that selects values in range.
SQL source
-- All Spanish and Portuguese WISE6 Aggregated Data records from between 2010 and 20015
Select *
from [WISE_SOE].[v1r1].[Waterbase_T_WISE6_AggregatedData]
where (countryCode = 'ES' or countryCode = 'PT')
and [phenomenonTimeReferenceYear] between 2010 and 2015

SQL result

2.d Selection with a wildcard filter
SQL source
-- All Slovenian WISE1 Emissions data with a determinand label containing text 'nitr'
Select [spatialUnitIdentifier] as SUI
,[spatialUnitIdentifierScheme] as SUIS
,[phenomenonTimeReferencePeriod] as timePeriod
,[observedPropertyDeterminandCode] as determinandCode
,[observedPropertyDeterminandLabel] as determinand
,[resultEmissionsValue] as resultValue
,[resultEmissionsUom] as UoM
from [WISE_SOE].[v1r1].[Waterbase_T_WISE1_Emissions]
where (countryCode = 'SI')
and observedPropertyDeterminandLabel like '%nitr%'

SQL result
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2.e Selection with IN operator filter

The IN clause, followed by a comma separated list of values enclosed in parentheses, simplifies filtering by multiple
distinct values from one column.
SQL source
-- Select 2015 Nitrate, Nitrite and Ammonium WISE6 Aggregated Data from Czechia
Select [monitoringSiteIdentifier] as MSI
,[monitoringSiteIdentifierScheme] as MSIS
,[parameterWaterBodyCategory] as wbCat
,[observedPropertyDeterminandCode] as determinandCode
,[observedPropertyDeterminandLabel] as determinand
,[procedureAnalysedMatrix] as matrix
,[phenomenonTimeReferenceYear] as year
,[resultNumberOfSamples] as samples
,[resultMeanValue] as meanValue
from [WISE_SOE].[v1r1].[Waterbase_T_WISE6_AggregatedData]
where countryCode = 'CZ'
and [phenomenonTimeReferenceYear] >= '2015'
and [observedPropertyDeterminandCode] IN ('CAS_14798-03-9','CAS_14797-55-8','CAS_14797-65-0')

SQL result

3. Aggregation functions
3.a Count

Count is the most used aggregation function in SQL.
3.a.1 Basic record count
Knowing how many records is there in a specific table can provide a better idea on how challenging the handling will be.
SQL source
-- Count all WISE6 Disaggregated data records
Select count(*) as records
from [WISE_SOE].[v1r1].[Waterbase_T_WISE6_DisaggregatedData]

SQL result
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3.a.2 Record count grouped by one category
Group by clause allows us to subdivide aggregations into categories.
SQL source
-- Number of WISE6 Disaggregated data records per country
Select [countryCode], count(*) as records
from [WISE_SOE].[v1r1].[Waterbase_T_WISE6_DisaggregatedData]
group by [countryCode]

SQL result

3.a.3 Filtered record count grouped by multiple categories
SQL source
-- Yearly record count of all Spanish and Portuguese WISE6 Aggregated Data records from between 2010 and 20015
Select [countryCode], [phenomenonTimeReferenceYear] as year, count(*) as records
from [WISE_SOE].[v1r1].[Waterbase_T_WISE6_AggregatedData]
where (countryCode = 'ES' or countryCode = 'PT')
and [phenomenonTimeReferenceYear] >= 2010
and [phenomenonTimeReferenceYear] <= 2015
group by [countryCode], [phenomenonTimeReferenceYear]
order by [countryCode], year

SQL result
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3.b Average, Minimum, Maximum, Standard deviation
SQL source
-- Calculate yearly average, minimum, maximum, standard deviation values, and total number of streamflow observation in
all Estonian monitoring sites from WISE3 Monitoring data table
Select [monitoringSiteIdentifier] as MSI
,[monitoringSiteIdentifierScheme] as MSIS
,[phenomenonTimePeriod_year] as year
,avg([resultObservedValue]) as avgSF
,min([resultObservedValue]) as minSF
,max([resultObservedValue]) as maxSF
,stdev([resultObservedValue]) as stdevSF
,count(*) as observations
from [WISE_SOE].[v1r1].[Waterbase_T_WISE3_MonitoringData]
where countryCode = 'EE'
and observedProperty = 'SF'
group by [monitoringSiteIdentifier],[monitoringSiteIdentifierScheme],[phenomenonTimePeriod_year]
order by MSI, MSIS, year

SQL result

3.c Sum
SQL source
-- WISE6 Aggregated Data - total number of 2015 Nitrate, Nitrite and Ammonium samples from Czechia
Select [observedPropertyDeterminandCode]
,[observedPropertyDeterminandLabel]
,sum([resultNumberOfSamples]) as totalSamples
from [WISE_SOE].[v1r1].[Waterbase_T_WISE6_AggregatedData]
where countryCode = 'CZ'
and [phenomenonTimeReferenceYear] >= '2015'
and [observedPropertyDeterminandCode] in ('CAS_14798-03-9','CAS_14797-55-8','CAS_14797-65-0')
group by [observedPropertyDeterminandCode],[observedPropertyDeterminandLabel]
order by [observedPropertyDeterminandLabel]

SQL result
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4. Nested and Join queries
Nesting queries allows for results of one query to be used as a source for another. Joining multiple tables or query
results with a use of common fields is a powerful tool for advanced data analysis.

4.a Basic nested query – Z-score calculation
In this example we use the result from the example 3.b to calculate Z-score values and to find timeseries where it is
more than 3 for the maximum value (may indicate outliers). Please note the use of Round function to reduce number of
decimals, and the Order by modifier DESC to sort the result by the z-score value in descending order. Notice that the
nested query is enclosed in parentheses and must be named by using an alias.
SQL source
-- WISE3 - Monitoring data
-- Estonian yearly streamflow aggregations where Z-score of the maximum value is > 3
Select round((maxSF - avgSF)/stdevSF,3) as [z-score], *
from (
Select [monitoringSiteIdentifier] as MSI
,[monitoringSiteIdentifierScheme] as MSIS
,[phenomenonTimePeriod_year] as year
,avg([resultObservedValue]) as avgSF
,min([resultObservedValue]) as minSF
,max([resultObservedValue]) as maxSF
,stdev([resultObservedValue]) as stdevSF
,count(*) as observations
from [WISE_SOE].[v1r1].[Waterbase_T_WISE3_MonitoringData]
where countryCode = 'EE'
and observedProperty = 'SF'
group by [monitoringSiteIdentifier],[monitoringSiteIdentifierScheme],[phenomenonTimePeriod_year]
) as stats
where (maxSF - avgSF)/stdevSF > 3
order by [z-score] DESC

SQL result

4.b Inner Join – join two data sources

Inner Join is the basic type of join. It returns records from both sides, whether it is tables or queries, that have a
matching key or keys. The connection between the two is defined in the ON clause. In this example we join a timeseries
table with the spatial metadata table, to retrieve a specific value from the spatial table.
SQL source
-- Select name of the respective water body with all Greek WISE6 Aggregated records where year >= 2010
Select sd.[waterBodyName], ad.*
from [WISE_SOE].[v1r1].[Waterbase_T_WISE6_AggregatedData] as ad
Inner Join [WISE_SOE].[v1r1].[Waterbase_S_WISE_SpatialObject_DerivedData] as sd
ON ad.[monitoringSiteIdentifier] = sd.[monitoringSiteIdentifier]
and ad.[monitoringSiteIdentifierScheme] = sd.[monitoringSiteIdentifierScheme]
where ad.countryCode = 'BG'
and ad.phenomenonTimeReferenceYear >= 2010
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SQL result

4.c Left Join – find missing records

The Left Join (or its opposite Right Join) retrieves all records from the left (or right) source, independently whether there
is a matching record on the other side. The left source is the one with keys of the left side of the ON clause. This join is
useful, for example, to find records that do not have a counterpart on the other side.
In the example, see the use of nested queries querying the same table, and the is null filter operator.
SQL source
-- Find WISE6 DisaggregatedData determinands reported by Austria in period 2010-2018, but not later
Select olderData.detC, olderData.detL, olderData.records
from (
Select [observedPropertyDeterminandCode] as detC
,[observedPropertyDeterminandLabel] as detL
, count(*) as records
from [WISE_SOE].[v1r1].[Waterbase_T_WISE6_DisaggregatedData]
where countryCode = 'AT'
and [phenomenonTimeSamplingDate_year] between 2010 and 2018
group by [observedPropertyDeterminandCode], [observedPropertyDeterminandLabel]
) as olderData
Left Join (
Select [observedPropertyDeterminandCode] as detC
from [WISE_SOE].[v1r1].[Waterbase_T_WISE6_DisaggregatedData]
where countryCode = 'AT'
and [phenomenonTimeSamplingDate_year] > 2018
group by [observedPropertyDeterminandCode]
) as latestData
on olderData.detC = latestData.detC
where latestData.detC is null

SQL result
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4.d Two step aggregation
This example joins results of two nested queries from timeseries and spatial table and aggregates them to calculate
statistics on higher spatial level.
SQL source
-- From WISE6 Disaggregated Data calculate yearly mean observation values
-- for selected determinands from water matrix in Italian Water Bodies
Select so.WBI, so.WBIS, so.WBName, ts.year, ts.determinand, round(avg(ts.avgV),3) as avgV, ts.UoM
from (
Select [monitoringSiteIdentifier] as MSI
,[monitoringSiteIdentifierScheme] as MSIS
,[phenomenonTimeSamplingDate_year] as year
,[observedPropertyDeterminandLabel] as determinand
,avg(resultObservedValue) as avgV
,[resultUom] as UoM
from [WISE_SOE].[v1r1].[Waterbase_T_WISE6_DisaggregatedData]
where [countryCode] = 'IT'
and [phenomenonTimeSamplingDate_year] >= 2010
and [procedureAnalysedMatrix] = 'W'
and [observedPropertyDeterminandLabel] in ('Nitrate','Nitrite','BOD5')
group by [monitoringSiteIdentifier],[monitoringSiteIdentifierScheme],[phenomenonTimeSamplingDate_year]
,[observedPropertyDeterminandLabel],[resultUom]
) as ts
Inner Join (
Select [monitoringSiteIdentifier] as MSI
,[monitoringSiteIdentifierScheme] as MSIS
,[waterBodyIdentifier] as WBI
,[waterBodyIdentifierScheme] as WBIS
,[waterBodyName] as WBName
from [WISE_SOE].[v1r1].[Waterbase_S_WISE_SpatialObject_DerivedData]
where countryCode = 'IT'
and [waterBodyIdentifier] is not null
) as so
on ts.MSI = so.MSI and ts.MSIS = so.MSIS
group by so.WBI, so.WBIS, so.WBName, ts.year, ts.determinand, ts.UoM
order by WBI, WBIS, WBName, year, determinand

SQL result
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5. Advanced queries
5.a Union

Union allows to merge results of multiple queries. Each query must return the same number of columns with the same
datatypes. The column names do not need to match, although it is a good practice.
SQL source
-- WISE3 record count per country - Water Resources, Abstraction, Returns, Use
Select [countryCode],'AdditionalWaterResources' as dataset, count(*) as records
from [WISE_SOE].[v1r1].[Waterbase_T_WISE3_AdditionalWaterResources]
group by [countryCode]
UNION
Select [countryCode],'RenewableFreshwaterResources' as dataset, count(*) as records
from [WISE_SOE].[v1r1].[Waterbase_T_WISE3_RenewableFreshwaterResources]
group by [countryCode]
UNION
Select [countryCode],'WaterAbstraction' as dataset, count(*) as records
from [WISE_SOE].[v1r1].[Waterbase_T_WISE3_WaterAbstraction]
group by [countryCode]
UNION
Select [countryCode],'WaterReturns' as dataset, count(*) as records
from [WISE_SOE].[v1r1].[Waterbase_T_WISE3_WaterReturns]
group by [countryCode]
UNION
Select [countryCode],'WaterUse' as dataset, count(*) as records
from [WISE_SOE].[v1r1].[Waterbase_T_WISE3_WaterUse]
group by [countryCode]

SQL result
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5.b Pivot
The Pivot is an advanced function for pivoting results of another query. Let’s use the result of 5.a and make it more
readable.
SQL source
-- WISE3 pivot record count per country - Water resources, abstraction, returns, use
Select countryCode
,[AdditionalWaterResources],[RenewableFreshwaterResources],[WaterAbstraction],[WaterReturns],[WaterUse]
from (
Select [countryCode],'AdditionalWaterResources' as dataset, count(*) as records
from [WISE_SOE].[v1r1].[Waterbase_T_WISE3_AdditionalWaterResources]
group by [countryCode]
UNION
Select [countryCode],'RenewableFreshwaterResources' as dataset, count(*) as records
from [WISE_SOE].[v1r1].[Waterbase_T_WISE3_RenewableFreshwaterResources]
group by [countryCode]
UNION
Select [countryCode],'WaterAbstraction' as dataset, count(*) as records
from [WISE_SOE].[v1r1].[Waterbase_T_WISE3_WaterAbstraction]
group by [countryCode]
UNION
Select [countryCode],'WaterReturns' as dataset, count(*) as records
from [WISE_SOE].[v1r1].[Waterbase_T_WISE3_WaterReturns]
group by [countryCode]
UNION
Select [countryCode],'WaterUse' as dataset, count(*) as records
from [WISE_SOE].[v1r1].[Waterbase_T_WISE3_WaterUse]
group by [countryCode]
) as sourceTable
PIVOT (
max(records)
for dataset in
([AdditionalWaterResources],[RenewableFreshwaterResources],[WaterAbstraction],[WaterReturns],[WaterUse])
) as pivotTable

SQL result
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